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The mining of iron ores, smelting of iron and manufacturing of high carbon steel (wootz) in Northern Telangana has been reviewed. This area was very important in the production of wootz steel and was the origin of the famous “teling” swords wrought out of wootz steel. Several villages in Adilabad, Karimnagar, Nizamabad and Warangal districts in Northern Telangana, were actively involved in wootz steel manufacture for a long period in history. An extensive survey was conducted in 1100 villages, where information and evidences related to iron smelting and wootz processing were confirmed in more than 425 villages. The findings of the survey on iron and wootz production sites in Northern Telangana are presented in this communication. Several village names in the region surveyed have been etymologically identified (in Telugu language) with iron and iron related works. There are good numbers of villages not identified yet. The standing testimonies for the extensive nature of iron and wootz steel manufacture in this region are the huge heaps of slag remains, extending over hundreds of acres in several parts of this region.
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INTRODUCTION

Rich deposits of iron ores are available in several parts of the Indian subcontinent. This, combined with the advances made in practice of chemical sciences in the sub-continent from a fairly early period in Indian history\(^1\), resulted in the development of a vibrant iron and steel industry. Convincing archaeological evidences has been earthed and these prove that the earliest recorded iron making activities are from the Indian subcontinent\(^2\). The so-
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called antiquity of iron from Egypt is not established based on archaeological and scientific evidences. The antiquity of an iron object supposedly dated to 2700 BC\(^3\) has now shown to be not true based on actual metallurgical analysis of the iron object\(^1\). The antiquity of iron making in the Indian subcontinent is further established by the numerous archaeological finds of iron from several parts of the country and therefore it is not a rare occurrence\(^5\). Further, the Indian subcontinent is home to the discovery of carburization of iron, which resulted in the production of tough and stronger steels, using which the second urbanization of India (i.e. settlements along the Gangetic plains) took place in the period 800-300 BC\(^6\). The Indians, by about 300 BC, had further mastered the art of converting brittle high carbon steel into tough cutting materials by intelligent thermomechanical processing and this is attested by the high esteem with which Indian steel is mentioned by the Greeks, who came in to contact with the Indian sub-continent during the fourth century BC, with Alexander’s invading forces\(^7\).

The iron and steel production in the Indian subcontinent continued through the historical period right up to the late medieval period. There are ample physical evidences that are living examples of the Indian blacksmith’s mastery of iron and steel making, like the Delhi Iron Pillar\(^8\)-\(^10\), the numerous beams in Orissa temples\(^11\) and the large number of forge welded cannons located across the Indian subcontinent\(^12\). The fame of Deccani wootz, in particular, reached its peak by the end of the 18\(^{th}\) century and the foundations of modern metallurgy were laid when several European scientists, included Michael Faraday, tried to duplicate the wonder material of the Orient – wootz steel\(^13\).

One of the locations in India that was most noted for the production of wootz steel was Telangana, in particular the northern region. The present communication provides a survey of iron and wootz steel making sites of Northern Telangana. The importance of this region for wootz steel manufacture has been amply demonstrated by literature, which record that the best quality steel for making cutting blades came from this region\(^14\). The name of this steel, wootz, is a corruption of its name \textit{ukku/uru/ekku}, which is etymologically related to the meaning “melt” in several south Indian languages\(^15\). Wootz steel was very famous and a cherished material for a long period in history because it was used in making of tough swords that could retain their cutting edge in spite of repeated use\(^16\).
Survey

Iron smelting and manufacturing of wootz steel was practiced in several villages of Adilabad, Karimnagar, Warangal and Nizamabad districts in Northern Telangana of Andhra Pradesh (see Fig. 1 for map of this region). The geographical and cultural characteristics of Telangana in the Deccan are unique and distinct. For example, iron mining, smelting and manufacturing of wootz steel was very brisk, in the medieval period, in this region. We can witness the remains of iron and wootz steel making in several villages of Northern Telangana. The physical evidences for wootz steel manufacture are presented in another communication in this volume.

Fig. 1. Map of Northern Telangana
In ancient and medieval periods, this region was home to other crafts, like cotton spinning, cotton weaving, carpet industry, copper ware, bronze ware and silver filigree industries. For example, the silver filigree works of Karimnagar have been applauded because of their excellent artisanship. Particular mention might be made of the medieval bronze works of Pemba in Warangal district and carpet industry of Warangal. As regards iron and steel manufacture, we find only scattered historical references to iron and wootz steel industrial activity in this region and this is based primarily on the travelogues of Persian and European visitors. For example, the famous Venice traveller Marco Polo noted that “The iron at Hyderabad, at a very early period, obtained a wide renown, being in fact the material which, when made in to steel, afforded the source of supply for the manufacturer of Damascus blades, the raw material having been exported to Persia and the Punjab for that purpose.” However, the iron and wootz making activities of this region has not been properly studied and catalogued, so far. This is a very important aspect because this region was the hub of iron and wootz steel industry since ancient times.

What was the reason for the widespread popularity of iron and steel making in this region? The iron ore deposits in this region are ‘cap type deposits’, meaning that they are available on the surface. Good quality iron ore is available from a depth of about three to six feet from the surface. Further, these deposits are spread over a large area extending over several kilometers. Further, iron ore is also available on the surface of hillocks in shape of small stones or big stone boulders. Havert, a European traveler of the 17th century, noted, “abundance of good quality of iron ore at Golkonda region on the surface level was one of the reasons for the presence of good number of mines and manufacturers.” The content of iron ore varies from 20% to 70%. The State Mineral Development Corporation has not yet conducted proper survey of the iron ore content of the surface deposits in this region. This is important to conduct since iron making and steel making was a major industrial activity of this region for a long time in history. Interestingly, the local iron industry disappeared suddenly because of the impact of industrial revolution in Europe. Further, the laws, enacted by the Imperial British India, that made the industry to die down have not yet been properly studied.
A large number of sites were surveyed in Northern Telangana over a period of one year and the iron and steel making sites were recorded. In addition, ample evidences (related to iron smelting, wootz steel making like slag remains, crucible remains and implements wrought out of wootz steel) were collected from this region. The major problem is that most of the sites have not been dated and this has to be performed, in the future, in order to fix the antiquity of the sites. Most of the iron production villages can be identified based on remains of iron workings and material related to iron manufacture.

The present survey reveals that a relatively large number of villages were involved in the production of iron and among them some of them were famous as wootz steel making centers. One of the important factors that helped identify the particular village as a iron making site was the presence of iron slag remains, in and around the village. A careful radiocarbon dating of selected slag samples will reveal fresh insights on the antiquity of iron and steel making of the Telangana region.

In the course of the survey some additional points were noted regarding the manner in which the iron slags were found distributed in the land. These observations are noted below:

(a) The remains of the iron and wootz steel production activities (namely slag or iron smelting debris) are to be found either in the centre of the village, in the nearby fields or in abandoned habitation sites in nearby forest areas.

(b) It is difficult to locate the sites in the villages in modern times because many houses have been constructed over the slag debris. However, one can notice remains of slag pieces in the old mud walls of the houses (Fig. 2) and in the mud walls of fortalices (Fig. 3). The fortalices were constructed in the early medieval period, as provincial administrative centres or government granaries. Heaps of slag can also be found on the roadside, like noted near Kadem in Adilabad district as seen in Fig. 4.

(c) The sites which are now deep in the forests, however, do not reveal large scale disturbance. For example, in several forests of Adilabad district, iron production sites spread over hundreds of acres can be noted even this day, because of lack of agriculture. A large heap of slag in the Kalleda forest in Adilabad district is seen in Fig. 5.
(d) Slag heaps which are in the middle of the fields are out of recognition due to cultivation. We find only some samples of slag here and there. These fields are locally called as ‘cittepu cetuklu’ or ‘cittepu polalu’, meaning “slag lands” or “slag fields.” A typical slag field near Kalleda village in Karimnagar district is seen in Fig. 6. In most of the villages, the slag fields belong to the smith families, and they have constructed houses in and around these sites. The slag fields in some villages are
Fig. 3. Slag pieces in mud walls of foralice.

Fig. 4. Heap of slag found in Kaleda forest in Adilabad district.
Fig. 5. Heaps of slag found on the roadside, near Kadem in Adilabad district.

Fig. 6. A typical 'cittepu polatu' meaning "slag field" near Kalleda village in Karimnagar district.
owned by the government. The government has constructed buildings in and around the site.

(e) The locally available iron slag debris is being wisely used by the local population for repair of roads and filling ditches.

More than 1100 villages, in four districts, were surveyed. The extensive survey was conducted in 28 mandals out of 57 mandals in the four districts. Information and evidences related to iron smelting and wootz processing were recorded in more than 425 villages of the total number of villages visited. In particular, more than 325 villages were identified in Karimnagar district as iron making sites. In addition, remains of iron smelting furnaces were noted in the deep forests of Adilabad.

The villages identified in the four districts are provided below:

I. Karimnagar District


19. *Illentakunta Mandal*: Illentakunta, Peddalingapur, Galipalli, Dacharam, Neralla, Raypaka, Gundaram.


25. *Huzurabad Mandal*: Chalpur, Yerraballi, Jupaka, Sirpalli, Bornapalli, Kanukalagidda, Singapur.


27. *Veenavanka Mandal*: Challur, Korukallu.


**II. Nizamabad District**


2. *Bheemgal Mandal*: Bheemgal Gudikal, Rautala, Sirikonda, Muchukur, Farapuram, Dindurty.


III. Adilabad District


5. *Khanapur Mandal*: Khanapur, Chittapur, Dastthurabad, Birnandi, Mandapalli, Thatiguda.


11. *Lohesra Mandal*: Lohesra

IV. Warangal district

The surveyed villages are Chityal, Thatikonda, Zafargadh (Velupukonda), Ganpur and Shapur.

**Iron Related Etymology of Village Names**

There are some interesting aspects noted during the survey. Several of the village names were closely related to iron and steel making. This is understood in the following discussion. By way of introduction, iron is called *kheri* and wootz steel as *faulad* in Urdu language, which is important to consider given the long association of Muslim trade of these objects from this region. Wootz steel is called *desi woukku* and industrial steel is called as *keti* in the local Telugu language.

Several of the village names can be etymologically related in the regional language (Telugu) to terms associated with iron and steel manufacture.
Let us first understand some local Telugu words related to iron and steel. In Telugu, ‘inumu’ means iron while ‘cityamu’ means slag or scum of melted metal. ‘Kammārī’ is the blacksmith while ‘kolimī’ refers to furnace. Several villages can be identified to these words. For example, the villages named ‘Dindūrthī’, ‘Inukūrthī’ and ‘Indūrthī’ mean “iron village.” Kāmmāripeta, Kāmmāripally, ‘Kāmmārasālā’ and ‘Kāmmārala’ implies “village of blacksmiths.” Further, ‘Kolimkunta’, ‘Kolimiyala’ or ‘Kodimayālā’ are names related to blacksmith’s furnace. The name of the village ‘Muḍḍāpalli’ is derived from ‘muḍḍa’ meaning “bloom or lump of iron” while ‘palli’ means village, thereby indicating that this village was a place where lumps of iron were made.

There are several villages named after slag, like for example ‘Cityamu’ meaning “the remains of slag,” ‘Cityāla’, ‘Cittapuram’, ‘Cittemula’. Interestingly, significant heaps of slags were noted in all these villages pointing out their importance in probably iron smelting. These slag are spread out in fields and these fields are called ‘Cityapu Čealkalu’ meaning “fields of slag.” Interestingly, the remains of the slag within the village limits are called as ‘cittepu penta’ or ‘citepu kuppā’. The effect of rampant modernization is also evident in several of these villages. In several villages of Karimnagar and Nizamabad districts, it was difficult to identify slag remains due to recent developments due to land irrigation activities under the Sri Ramsagar irrigation project. Most of the slags in the fields have been cleared, where these cleared slag heaps can be found. An interesting modern application for slag powder was noted. It is used for making ‘Tabālā Kārni’ in which slag powder is mixed with boiled rice and applied in the centre of the leather drum (tabālā).

Village names can also etymologically be identified with iron manufacture. One example can be cited. ‘Kattalapuram’ is derived from the associated Telugu word ‘katti’ which means “sword” while ‘puram’ means “village.” This implies that this village was particularly noted for making swords.

There is need to analyze other village names in the entire Deccan iron and steel making region, in the light of the discussion above.
The Northern Telangana area was very important in the production of wootz steel. A large number of villages in Adilabad, Karimnagar, Nizamabad and Warangal districts of Northern Telangana were surveyed to understand their connection with iron and wootz steel manufacture. An extensive survey was conducted in 1100 villages, where from information and evidences related to iron smelting and wootz processing were confirmed in more than 425 villages. The findings of the survey on iron and wootz production sites in Northern Telangana were presented in this communication. A brief discussion has been provided to show how several village names in the region surveyed can be etymologically identified (in Telugu language) with iron and steel related activities.

The survey and study of the science and technology of wootz steel is not exhaustive. There is still much to do to explore the techniques by which iron and wootz steel were manufactured in this region. There are several households in the villages of this region that possess objects made of wootz steel, which are being unscrupulously purchased by middlemen and sold at a huge premium in the international market. In this manner, the local population are duped of the real value of their objects and the cultural heritage of the Indian subcontinent has also been robbed, in one sense, because there is no written records kept of the objects or their transactions. In addition, there are several large forge welded cannons lying in several forts of this region and these wonderful pieces of blacksmith skills is mute testimony to the excellent workmanship of the local artisans of this region. The unfortunate aspect of the matter is the lack of conservation and preservation of these archaeological objects either by the Archaeology Department or the District Administrations. Sadly, even the village administrations do not recognized their significance and it is important that these historical iron objects are properly preserved and conserved for posterity.

It is hoped that the record of the existing evidences will add value to the material culture of the people in the region. Further, the survey opens new avenues to historians, archaeologists and archaeo-metallurgists to explore the rich iron and steel making tradition of the Northern Telangana region. It is important to conduct proper archaeological excavations to bring out the wide extent of wootz steel manufacture of this region and to unearth proper wootz steel furnaces.
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